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Veho T-1 notebook case 39.6 cm (15.6") Messenger case Black

Brand : Veho Product code: VNB-003-T1

Product name : T-1

Messenger, 15.6", 400 x 65 x 300mm

Veho T-1 notebook case 39.6 cm (15.6") Messenger case Black:

The Veho T-1 portable laptop bag is a slim, compact and durable messenger bag with a detachable and
adjustable shoulder straps.

The Veho T-1 laptop bag possesses the typical laptop carrying options with a handle as well as a
cushioned shoulder strap which ensures improved comfort when on the move.

The T-1 offers your IT equipment and other commuting essentials ultimate protection with a super
padded exterior and with inner padded compartments for up to a 15.6 inch laptop and a 10.1 inch tablet.
Even when fully loaded with tech the T-1 offers additional space both in the main compartment and in
the spacious additional outer zipped compartment, with the latter being ideal for notepads and other
working essentials.

The T-1 also contains a rear sleeve to slot over a carry on flight bag handles for easy transportation
through airports.

Features

Surface coloration Monochromatic
Maximum screen size * 39.6 cm (15.6")
Case type * Messenger case
Product main colour * Black
Carrying handle(s)
Shoulder strap

Features

Removable shoulder strap

Weight & dimensions

Width 400 mm
Depth 65 mm
Height 300 mm

Other features

Handle(s)
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